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This is my first report on the operation of

the PLR Scheme as Secretary of State.  The

start of the period under review here, July

2000 to June 2001, coincided with the

appointment of Clare Francis as Chair of

the PLR Advisory Committee in succession

to Michael Holroyd.  I should like to take

this opportunity of thanking her for taking

on this important role.  I am very grateful

for all the hard work that she and the

Committee have put into monitoring the

operation of the Scheme during the year,

and for the valuable advice that they

continue to provide to my department and

to the Registrar.

I welcome the increased Rate Per Loan of

2.49 pence that the Registrar and his team

were able to provide for the annual PLR

payments made to authors in February

2001.  Prudent management of the Scheme

enabled a total of £4.47 million to be

distributed as payments which was a higher

figure than that anticipated at the beginning

of the planning year.  It is also pleasing to

note that these reductions in running costs

were achieved without detriment to the

quality of the service provided by the PLR

office.  On the evidence of feedback

received by the Registrar and his team

during the year, their administration of the

PLR Scheme continues to be highly

regarded by the country’s authors.

In the longer term I am delighted that, as a

result of last year’s Departmental Spending

Review, we have been able to increase PLR

funding to £7 million from 1 April 2002,

and then to £7.2 million in the following

year.  I understand from the Registrar’s

projections that this extra funding will make

a real difference to the incomes of the

country’s authors and will restore the value

of the PLR Fund in ‘real’ terms.

Looking more widely, the PLR office has

put much effort into publicising the

extension of the Scheme to authors across

Europe. This was an initiative supported by

my department for a number of reasons, not

least as a means of remedying an anomaly

which deprived British authors living in

other European Union countries from

benefiting from the Scheme.  But the

widening of the Scheme’s coverage should

also facilitate the establishment of

reciprocal arrangements with other

European countries that have PLR systems

on the same lines as the existing

arrangements that exist between the United

Kingdom and Germany.
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I am also grateful for the Committee’s

continuing work in reviewing specific

aspects of the Scheme’s operation.  I look

forward to receiving the recommendations

arising from the current review of the

Scheme’s arrangements for the statistical

sampling of library book loans.  We too at

the department have a responsibility to

review the work of the bodies that we

sponsor under the government’s

Quinquennial Review programme.  During

the year we initiated a review of PLR as

part of this programme and have been

working closely with the Registrar and the

Advisory Committee in taking forward this

process.  The review provides an

opportunity to assess the continuing

relevance of the PLR Scheme in light of the

many different ways in which authors’

works can now be accessed in libraries by

the public since the PLR legislation was

enacted in 1979.

The Rt Hon Tessa Jowell MP

Secretary of State for Culture, Media
and Sport
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This Review describes the work of the

Registrar and his team in administering the

PLR Scheme from 1 July 2000 to 30 June

2001.  It also covers the role of the PLR

Advisory Committee in reviewing, and

advising on, the operation of the Scheme.

The period covered by the Review is that of

the annual PLR cycle of author and book

registration, loans data collection from

libraries, payment calculation and

distribution.  But, as ever, the Review

covers much more than the day-to-day

tasks associated with the Scheme’s

operation.  If last year was about getting

our infrastructure right, with the

replacement of our outmoded IT system

and the move to new offices, this year has

been about using these new facilities to

develop the Scheme and its administration

in line with the plans that we have set out in

previous annual reports.

We began the year on a high note with the

Secretary of State’s announcement that the

PLR Fund was to be increased to £7

million in April 2002, and with the

welcome news that Clare Francis had

accepted appointment as chair of the PLR

Advisory Committee in succession to

Michael Holroyd.

As the year progressed we were able to

take forward our plans for modernising our

IT system applications, particularly in the

area of electronic communications,

reviewing the Scheme’s provisions for

statistical sampling of book loans data,

opening the Scheme to European authors,

expanding our international advisory role,

and developing the PLR database to

provide a wider range of book loans

information for libraries and the book trade

generally.  More information on each of

these developments can be found below in

the appropriate section of the Review.

On reflection, it has been a year of great

effort, and no little achievement, on the

part of PLR staff who have approached

the new areas of Scheme development

with the same enthusiasm and

commitment that they put into the more

routine aspects of the PLR operation.

However, the year was also tinged with

sadness as we lost our longest serving

Advisory Committee member with the

death of Roger Palmer in February.  He

was a good friend to everyone at PLR and

a valued colleague on the Advisory

Committee.
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As we focus on the future shape and

coverage of the Scheme, we welcomed the

announcement during the year that the

Department for Culture, Media and Sport,

PLR’s sponsor department,  intended

undertaking a fundamental review of the

Scheme and of the role and functions of

the Advisory Committee.  The review is

part of a wider programme of

quinquennial reviews of non-departmental

public bodies (NDPBs) like PLR.

 It will look initially at the continuing need

for a PLR Scheme in terms of its

relevance to government policy, and will

then move on to assess the efficiency and

effectiveness of the administration of the

Scheme by the Registrar and his team. The

review is expected to be completed by the

early summer of 2002.

Photograph of Michael Holroyd and Clare Francis visiting the PLR office inserted here.
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We set ourselves the following corporate objectives for 2000-01:

Management of the Scheme

(i) Maximising the PLR Fund

To manage the PLR fund efficiently, economically and in line with statutory and audit

requirements, thereby increasing the amount available for payment to authors in

February 2001 to £4,438,000.

Achieved

(We distributed £4,477,000 to authors in February 2001 on the basis of an increased

Rate Per Loan of 2.49 pence (2.18 pence in February 2000).  No issues arose from the

National Audit Office’s audit of PLR’s 2000-01 accounts, and assurance for PLR’s

systems of internal audit control was provided by Deloitte & Touche, Chartered

Accountants.)

(ii) Registering Authors and Books

To administer the Scheme’s eligibility provisions efficiently and accurately, aiming at all

times to provide authors with a fair and responsive service.

Achieved

(By the annual 30 June (2000) deadline, we had processed all author and book registrations

taking the total number of registered authors to 30,127.  Authors’ views on the service

provided by the PLR office are now sought throughout the year by the use of short

questionnaires.  A 99% satisfaction rate was recorded during 2000-01.)
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(iii) Collecting and Managing Loans Data

To manage PLR’s library sample and loans data collection procedures in an efficient,

cost-effective and timely manner with due regard to the legal requirements of the

Scheme.

Achieved

(We collected 10.2% of UK loans from our sample of 370 branches drawn from 30 library

authorities.  Preparations were completed on target to allow five new authorities to join the

sample on 1 July 2000.  We also developed further the direct transmission of loans data. By

December 2000, 90% of sample library authorities were sending data to PLR via e-mail.)

(iv) Calculating and Distributing Payments

To undertake payment calculation, notification of authors of sums due and distribution

of payments in a timely, accurate and cost-effective manner.

Achieved

(All loans data collection and annual `grossing up’ procedures were completed

successfully and by the specified target dates.  Redesigned A4 payment notifications

were dispatched to authors, and payments were made in the first week of February 2001.

17,388 payments were made, 99% directly into authors’ bank accounts.)
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(v) Expanding the Scheme into Europe

Put in place arrangements to enable authors resident in all European Economic Area

countries to register for PLR following Ministers’ agreement to extend the Scheme

beyond the UK and Germany.

Achieved

(The PLR Scheme was extended with effect from 1 July 2000.  Contacts have been

established with writers’ organisations and collecting societies in European countries, a

number of whom have been willing to publicise the new eligibility arrangements, and

help with the distribution of payments.  PLR forms and information leaflets have been

translated into French and German and are available on the PLR web-site.)

(vi) Reviewing Loans Sampling

Complete the review of the Scheme’s sampling provisions being undertaken by

consultant statisticians.  The review was commissioned to help simplify the Scheme’s

rules on library selection, rotation and data collection, with a view to reducing the work

and costs involved.

Achieved

(The final report and recommendations were received in April 2001.)

(vii) IT and E-Business Development

Complete part two of the redevelopment of PLR’s IT system: finalise and implement a new

IT strategy providing for government e-business targets; redesign authors registration

programs in a Windows format; introduce Internet and e-mail access for staff; set up UK

and international PLR web-sites.

Achieved

(By 30 April 2001 the new author registration system had been tested and was up and

running; the new IT Strategy was in place and PLR’s web-sites had been designed and set

up.)
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(Fuller details of 2000-01 expenditure are provided in the summary of PLR’s
audited accounts in Annex 1.)

GIHKJMLONQPKROS GUTVJMLONQPKROS
W RYX[Z"P]\Y^�_`RO^aP

February 1997 February 2001

bVced PO\Kfhgi^kj[S'P
Government Funding £5,000,000 £5,150,000
Operating Costs £654,000 £673,000
Payments to Authors £4,346,000 £4,477,000
(rounded to nearest thousand)
Rate Per Loan 2.07p 2.49p

l PKmOgonU^pSqRO^kgsrO\In
Book Interests (total) 257,600 318,191
Interests Registered to ‘New’ Authors 3,684 4,129
Interests Registered to ‘Old’ Authors 10,235 12,130

t`ROZ dKu Pwv`rKrOx"yIrKRO\In
Total UK Loans 534.6m 460m
Loans Sampled by PLR 30.9m 46.8m
(As % of UK Loans) 5.8% 10.2%
Registered Loans (estimated) 234m 204m
(As % of UK Loans) 43.8% 44.3%

z jU^p{UrOS|n b ROS}\[g~\UmVn
£5,000 - £6,000 133* 159*
£2,500 - £4,999.99 250 255
£1,000 - £2,499.99 614 616
£500 - £999.99 805 748
£100 - £499.99 3,711 3,502
£1/£5 - £99.99† 15,567 12,398
Total Recipients 21,080 17,678
NIL  4,868 12,449

z Z�rOjK\U^ l PKf]g�nV^kS'g~�KjY^}PKfw_ejUP��`r
Maximum Limit (£6,000) £500,570 £589,800
Minimum Limit £832 £15,780

* Includes payments to 97 authors in 1997 and 122 authors in 2001 where the
maximum threshold applied.

† A minimum payment of £1 was applied in 1997; increased to £5 from 1998.
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In February 2001 we paid out £4.4 million to 17,678 authors, illustrators, photographers,

editors and translators whose books had been borrowed from public libraries in the United

Kingdom during the PLR year 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000.

By taking the total number of loans of books registered for PLR and dividing this figure into

the money available for distribution we arrive at an annual Rate Per Loan on which

payments can be based.  The Rate for the February 2001 payments was 2.49 pence.  This

represented an increase on the previous year’s figure of 2.18 pence and was made possible

by our being able to reduce running costs and thus make a greater proportion of the PLR

Fund available for payment to authors this year. The previous year’s administrative costs

had been inflated by the purchase of new computer equipment and the move to new offices.

The higher Rate Per Loan had an impact on authors’ PLR earnings across the board.  For

example, a further 20 authors qualified for the maximum payment of  £6,000 this year, and

the number receiving amounts of more than £1,000 increased from 957 to 1,030.  (See

Table 1 opposite for fuller details.)

We felt it appropriate, therefore, to take PLR’s importance for the livelihoods of British

authors as the central theme of this year’s publicity release to the media during the February

payment period.  Very few authors receive huge, headline-grabbing advances.  60% of

writers recently surveyed by the Society of Authors earned less than £10,000 per annum.

The majority of authors depend to some extent on their PLR income.  It is particularly

important for those who have not recently published a bestseller, or whose work for

whatever reason is no longer in the bookshops.  Uniquely the public library service provides

access to the full repertoire of an author’s works, providing income for the use of an

author’s work that may have been long out of print.

At the other end of the payment scale, the Scheme has been criticised for the large number

of small payments that it generates. This year, around 9,000 people earned amounts of

between £5 and £50.  One reason for this is that the number of new authors registering for

PLR has remained consistently high every year since the inception of the Scheme in 1982

and has outstripped the funding available from government, which has remained relatively

static over the last ten years.  The welcome increase in funding for the Scheme, which will

become available next April, should have a significant impact on author payments in

February 2003.
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But to an extent we have also been the victims of our own success in extending the size and

range of our public library loans sample.  This has resulted in more opportunities for authors

of books of local, regional and other specialist interests to feature in the sample - though by

the nature of the books they are never going to generate sufficient loans to qualify for large

sums of money.  As one of the great strengths of the public library system is its ability to

cater for the tastes and interest of the whole population it is perhaps inevitable that this will

be reflected in the PLR sample.  Out of 30,127 authors eligible for payment, some 85% had

their books borrowed at least once somewhere in the PLR sample.  Perhaps this should be

the cause of celebration, rather than criticism.

To reduce the administrative cost of making large numbers of small payments the original

designers of the Scheme introduced a minimum payment threshold which was first set at £1

but was raised to £5 four years ago.  Of all aspects of the Scheme, the £5 cut-off generates

most complaints from authors  (around 20 to 30 each year). Accordingly, the operation of

the threshold is reviewed regularly by the Advisory Committee, and fuller details can be

found in Section 6 below.

� �.�
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Under the guidance of Carolyn Gray, PLR’s Author Services team process applications

from new and existing authors for the registration of books, deal with changes to the

addresses and bank details of authors already registered with us, undertake the legal

processes arising from the transfer of PLR by bequest or other type of assignment, and

generally offer advice and assistance to authors on all aspects of the Scheme’s operation.

We have always placed great emphasis on building good relations with authors and on

minimising the bureaucracy that is inevitably associated with administering a publicly

funded scheme.

To help us monitor feedback on the registration service over the course of the PLR year, we

devised a short questionnaire which has been sent out at random to a mixed sample of

authors registering with us for the first time and others who have registered books in the

past. At the end of the first year of monitoring the questionnaires provided a satisfaction rate

of 99%.

Excellent progress was made during the year with the modernisation of our IT systems and

procedures which deal with author and book registration.  These have been redesigned in-

house by PLR’s IT specialist, Darren Scrafton, as part of a wider overhaul of PLR’s

computerised systems.  The new approach involves the replacement of the existing

character-based application by a ‘graphical user interface’ which provides a ‘Windows’

environment for registration processes.
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The project has involved a huge amount of work for Author Services and IT staff but the

benefits deriving from the new system have justified the effort. It provided an opportunity

for Author Services Team members to have their own ideas for improvements to existing

procedures incorporated in the new system.  This, combined with the facilities provided by

Windows to access and display on screen several files at the same time, has made the

registration process significantly easier and faster for staff.  It also paves the way for future

developments in terms of electronic storage of files and expanding the range of electronic

options that we have available for communicating with authors. (Our e-business plans are

described in more detail below in Section 8c.)

The main area of growth during the year has been in book registrations from authors

resident in European countries.  This followed the opening of the Scheme throughout the

European Union, and to the three European Economic Area countries  (Norway, Iceland and

Liechtenstein), from 1 July 2000.  Much work has gone into publicising the Scheme

extension among European authors’ organisations to ensure that as many writers as possible

were made aware of their PLR opportunities.  Application forms and information leaflets

have been translated into French and German and made available on the PLR web-site. Not

surprisingly, perhaps, take-up was keenest among British expatriate writers who had

previously lost their right to register new books when they left the United Kingdom.  They

include at least one author who will qualify for the maximum amount of £6,000 when the

first payments are made to European authors in February 2002. (Payments will not be made

retrospectively.)

There has also been much interest among Irish authors, with writers in France and the

Netherlands providing the next largest groups of applicants.  Discussions between the Dutch

PLR authorities and the Authors’ Licensing & Collecting Society (ALCS) in the UK

towards establishing reciprocal PLR arrangements are at an advanced stage.  Traditionally

payments from foreign PLR systems to British authors have been distributed by ALCS.

The legislation to establish a French PLR system  (due to be considered by parliament later

during 2002) is also expected to make provision for payments to authors living in the UK.

In all, some 1400 new authors registered for PLR during the year July 2000 – June 2001,

and these included over 380 from European countries other than the UK.
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Under the United Kingdom’s PLR legislation payments to authors are determined by how

often their books are borrowed from public libraries.  Payment for use was what the original

PLR campaigners fought for during the 1970s, and continues to receive widespread support

from British authors.  But this approach is not universal.  Until recently, of the 15 national

PLR systems in operation, only six included measurement of book loans in their payment

calculations.  That figure has increased to seven with the decision by the Icelandic PLR

authorities to adopt a loans-based approach following a visit to the UK office in 1995.  Most

of the other PLR systems make payments to authors on the basis of how many copies of

their books are held by libraries.

One argument in favour of a book-count approach in the past has been that it is cheaper to

administer, requiring only an annual ‘census’ of library book stock to be taken and

transmitted to the PLR authorities.  This is an important consideration, as the Scheme

requires us to reimburse to library authorities the costs of providing loans data.   But the

development of increasingly more sophisticated technology is making it easier to introduce

new library authorities to the sample and to collect loans data from them during the PLR

year. Loans data collection costs are now 38% less than they were five years ago.

At the same time we have been successful in meeting our targets for the expansion of the

sample to improve the representativeness and range of the loans data we collect (250

branches across 30 authorities in 1996/97 equating to 7.5% of national loans; rising to 370

branches in 2000/01 representing 10% of national loans).

The 30 library authorities providing us with loans data during the year under review are

listed in Table 2.  Authorities joining the sample for the first time this year were

Southampton and Cardiff.

How has this growth in the size of the loans sample been achieved?

A major innovation has been the transmission of loans data by library authorities to PLR

by means of e-mail attachments.  This approach replaces the more traditional use of

magnetic tapes which came in a variety of formats and had to be put through conversion

routines to enable them to be read by the PLR computer.  This could be time-consuming

and costly both at the library and PLR ends of the process.  90% of loans data is now

transmitted by e-mail.
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Although we would hope to receive all loans data in this way eventually, there may still be

some smaller authorities that are unable to comply – and we must continue to be able to

accommodate them in order to avoid any bias in the sample.

All the major library system suppliers now have PLR software modules, which can easily

be switched on at the participating library authorities.  The suppliers are also more willing

now to allow IT staff in the library authorities to have access to the software to make minor

changes when required during the sampling year.  Such improvements make the provision

of loans data to PLR less onerous for libraries whose active participation in the sampling

process and support have been instrumental in making the Scheme a success.

At the same time the members of PLR’s Author Services Team – Dorothy Watkins, Sarah

Beamson and Angela McArdle - whose job it is to gather in the required loans data and help

prepare new authorities for participation in the sample have worked hard to streamline the

process by which data is communicated to the PLR office and to maintain regular contacts

with colleagues in sample libraries to help deal with any problems that arise.
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b \Um u RO\Uf
Cheshire Somerset
Cornwall Southampton
Durham Stockton-on-Tees
Essex Suffolk
Hertfordshire Surrey
Kingston upon Hull Warwickshire
Northamptonshire

¯ PK^kS|r d r u gi^'RO\�_°gonU^kS}gs±O^|n
Birmingham Stockport
Bradford Wakefield
Sheffield

²�S|PKR[^}PhS<yIrO\UfKrO\�v`rOS|rOjUmO{In
Barking & Dagenham Ealing
Bromley Southwark

³ R u PVn
Cardiff Gwynedd
Flintshire

t`±KrK^ u RO\Uf
Glasgow West Lothian
Highland

´ rOS'^p{UPhS}\"µ;S|P u RO\Uf
Belfast
North Eastern Education & Library Board (NEELB)
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As reported in last year’s Annual Review we have also been working with statisticians from

the Office of National Statistics and Southampton University in a review of the Scheme’s

statistical sampling arrangements for library loans.  After nearly 20 years of operation we

wanted an expert view on the continuing validity of the Scheme’s requirements in areas

such as the minimum number of authorities to be included each year, their regional

distribution and the length of time they spend in the sample.  We also wanted to explore

with the statisticians whether there was scope to streamline the management of the sample

and the collection of loans data without compromising the representativeness of the data

collected.

The statisticians completed their work during the year and submitted draft recommendations

to the Advisory Committee for consideration at its meeting in November 2000.  Their

research confirmed what we have always taken for granted: the bigger the sample the more

accurately it will reflect book borrowing trends nationally.  But, given the cost constraints

under which we work, we asked them to base their recommendations on a continuing

sample size of 30 authorities.  Bearing this in mind, their key recommendation was that the

overall accuracy of the sample could be improved if the Scheme were to place greater

emphasis on the size of libraries and their book stock than on their regional distribution.

The Advisory Committee found the recommendations broadly acceptable but sought

reassurance that the sample would continue to include libraries from across the whole of the

UK to reflect regional variations in borrowing patterns.  The reviewers took on board the

Committee’s concerns and revised recommendations were submitted for consideration at

the Committee’s May 2001 meeting.

The report’s principal recommendations were as follows:

The Scheme’s current arrangement of UK library authorities into eight broadly geographic

groups should be replaced by a system dividing authorities into three tiers based on their

total book loans.  The composition of the tiers would need to be reviewed periodically to

take account of any fluctuations in levels of book loans in individual authorities.  In any one

year, the composition of PLR’s 30 sample authorities would be as follows:

¸º¹¼»¶½~¾
¿KÀ¥Á�ÂÃ»Ä½ºÅ�Æ
Ç À�È|ÉÊÅÄ½�¹ËÈq¹¼»�¾.¹oÌ¾ Ç ÁQÍÊÎ¼».» ÇÊÏ ÉeÐ�» Ç ½

¿KÀ¥Á�ÂÃ»Ä½ÑÅÃÆ
Ç À�È|ÉÊÅÄ½�¹ÒÈ|¹¼»�¾.½¬ÅÃÈ Ç È;»¥Ó» Ç¥Ï É?Ð�» Ç ½

Ô Ç�Õ ¹oÁ�À¥Á¿YÀÊÁ�Â�»¶½ÑÅÃÆ9Ð�» Ç ½~¾¹oÌe¾ Ç Á�Í¥Î¼»
1 (small) 12 4 3
2 (medium) 10 2 5
3 (large) 8 1 8
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In selecting authorities the Registrar would still need to ensure that there was regional

representation to provide for local variations in borrowing patterns, but the key selection

criteria would now be total book issues rather than geographic location.

The report emphasises the need for the composition of the sample to be rotated, as it is at

present.  But given the importance to the statistical accuracy of the sample of the larger

authorities, the reviewers propose that the top tier authorities be retained in the sample for

longer than the current four-year period.  This would have the added advantage of reducing

the work (and costs) involved for the PLR office in regularly replacing these authorities.

On the other hand, smaller authorities might be rotated more quickly than they are under the

present procedures.  We would aim to produce a rotation plan which would ensure that all

UK authorities featured in the sample at some point over a period of 25 years or so. This

would help to ensure that loans of local interest and minority language books had an

improved chance of featuring in the sample.

In terms of overall sample size, the statisticians felt that the current 10% sample provided an

acceptable level of accuracy but that this could be improved by increasing the percentage of

loans data collected.  This is therefore an area that we shall be looking at over the next few

years. The falling costs of data collection make further expansion of the sample more

feasible than in the past, and a wider range of loans data would enhance the quality of the

statistics we aim to produce, for example on regional trends in book borrowing, as part of

our marketing strategy (see Section 5 below).

A first step in this direction will be to collect loans data from all the computerised library

branches in each sample authority.  To date we have been wary of adopting this approach

lest the data coming in from larger authorities resulted in some regions being over-

represented in the sample.  But the advice we have now is that the ‘grossing up’ process

undertaken by the PLR computer at the end of the loans year is automatically adjusted to

deal with whatever volume of data is supplied by each region.  When implemented, this

change in policy will increase the sample size from 10% of loans nationally to 13% in

2001/02 and 20% in 2002/03.

Thus, the report’s recommendations do not amount to a radical overhaul of the sampling

system but they will make it more manageable and bring some benefits.  These include a

wider choice of authorities within each of the three new tiers than we currently have in the

eight regional groups, and some authorities would no longer be ruled out as too small (in

terms of annual issues) to replace outgoing authorities.  Authors who write local interest

books will have a better chance of seeing their local authority feature in the sample at some

stage with the introduction of more frequent rotation.
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The new method of selection would also be less prone to bias - as the rules within the

existing system make it easy to re-select an authority that has been sampled before, rather

than choosing a new authority.

These revised recommendations proved broadly acceptable to the Committee, and the report

has now been referred to other statisticians working in the same field for peer review prior

to our drafting recommendations for DCMS to consider.  Prior to any changes to the

Scheme there will of course need to be wide consultation with the library community and

PLR’s other constituencies.
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Following an amendment to British copyright law in 1996, public library loans of audio-

visual and other non-book material falling outside the scope of the PLR Scheme became

subject to licensing agreements between the rightsholders and libraries. We reported last

year that the Authors Licensing & Collecting Society (ALCS) had approached the library

community with a view to initiating licensing discussions.  In the year since then, ALCS has

joined the British Equity Collecting Society (representing performers) in setting up a new

body - The Authors’ and Performers’ Lending Agency (APLA) - to represent rightsholders

in licensing negotiations.

To avoid the cost of setting up new arrangements in libraries to monitor loans of audio

books, PLR has been asked to undertake this role as we already have facilities in place to

collect book loans data.  (A pilot project undertaken in PLR sample libraries over the last

year has demonstrated that it is technically feasible to collect data for both printed and audio

book loans at the same time.) Should agreement be reached between APLA and the library

community, this data could be used as a basis for licence negotiations.
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PLR’s loans sampling operation produces a wide range of data illustrating trends in book

borrowing.  In recent years we have made use of some of the data available to us. This has been

mainly published in January each year and has focused on providing lists of the most popular

authors and books nationally.  More recently, we have undertaken to provide each of our sample

library authorities with details of its most-borrowed books, along with lists of the most popular

books regionally and nationally for comparison.  Other refinements have included the provision of

separate lists of adult and children’s writers, details of the most popular non-fiction and ‘classic’

works nationally.

PLR also provides a break-down of book loans nationally by subject category.  In the absence of

any means of categorising different genres of fiction within the library Dewey system, PLR

developed its own fiction classification scheme.  When books are registered for PLR they are

given a subject category.  This allows PLR to provide a useful, but fairly rough and ready, guide

to the relative popularity of different subject areas, and helps us monitor the operation of the

Scheme.  This year’s breakdown can be found in Table 3 below.

The primary functions of the annual PLR statistics have been to help monitor the accuracy of

sampling, publicise the Scheme and stimulate interest in library borrowing patterns. We have

been happy to make our data available on request to other organisations working in the same field

to support their work. Also we have been aware that the data has been used by some library

authorities to help inform their stock selection policies (eg using the list of most-borrowed works

of fiction to ensure that libraries had in stock the most popular books nationally).

PLR’s loans sampling activities have also helped in assessing the success of various reader

development and book promotion schemes by providing comparative book loans figures for

particular titles before and after campaigns, or from library authorities where no campaign is in

progress.  During the last year we have supported the Orange Prize, Well Worth Reading, and

Reading Relay projects.

In summary, our policy on making data available has been largely reactive.  We have been happy

to help out when asked, but have not fully exploited the potential of our data or developed a

strategy to encourage its wider use.  We now want to play a more pro-active role in making the

unique data we hold more widely available to support the book trade generally, and the library

sector in particular where there is most scope for us to support wider government initiatives for

the promotion of reading and literacy.
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To achieve this we have over the last year put together a draft marketing strategy with the help of

Becca Wyatt, an independent marketing and media specialist, with extensive experience in the

library sector.  The first phase of the strategy has been to provide in a consultation paper a clearer

idea of the full range of data that we hold at PLR and seek feedback from our various

constituencies on how it might be of use to them. The paper was circulated to interested parties

for comment. Among the possible uses for PLR data suggested in the paper were the following:

We propose applying to the loans data that we hold the subject classification system developed by

Book Industry Communications for publishers and booksellers which has now become the book

industry standard.  Not only will this bring us into line with book trade practice but it will provide

a more sophisticated classification scheme for both fiction and non-fiction book loans.  This will

improve the range and quality of the loans information that we can make available and will enable

us for the first time to compare loans and sales information for individual titles and whole genres

of book.  It should be possible to refine the searches in the PLR database still further by focusing

on local, regional and national variations in the borrowing of different categories, and to look

separately at hardback, paperback etc editions.

Many new combinations of search criteria will become available by matching the book and loans

details held by the PLR computer with the book trade categories. Thus, for example, it will be

possible to compare the popularity of poetry in different regions, chart the success in libraries of

works in minority languages, compare the loans of hardback and paperback editions of books in

the same subject category, chart the success in terms of loans of particular publishers regionally

and nationally.

The consultation exercise will continue during the early part of 2002.  As part of the ongoing

programme of redesigning the PLR IT system new search facilities will be provided to enable

these searches to be undertaken.  This work is on target to be completed by February 2002. We

plan to follow this with a seminar in partnership with the newly-formed Reading Agency at which

we will look to explore in more detail possible uses of PLR data with a range of agencies from the

library and book trade sectors.
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% % %

z fOj u ^.áVgM±[^kgMrO\
General Fiction 17.8 22.2 23.0
Historical 3.5 2.6 2.3
Mystery & Detection 12.8 13.0 12.8
Horror 0.7 0.4 0.5
Science Fiction 0.8 0.9 0.7
War 1.8 1.3 1.3
Humour 0.7 0.2 0.2
Light Romance 14.1 10.5 10.1
Westerns 1.2 0.7 0.7
Short Stories 0.5 0.2 0.2

53.9 52.0 51.8

z fOj u ^ ´ rO\VâCáãgs±K^kgMrO\
Science & Technology 1.3 1.0 1.0
History 3.5 2.5 2.4
Travel & Foreign Countries 2.9 2.4 2.3
Social Sciences 2.5 1.8 1.7
Religion 0.9 0.8 0.7
Nature & Country Life 1.5 1.0 0.9
Domestic & Leisure 4.7 4.0 3.7
Health 1.7 1.7 1.6
The Arts 1.2 0.9 0.8
Biography 2.6 2.4 2.2
Humour 0.7 0.2 0.1
Literature 0.9 0.7 0.6
Miscellaneous - - 1.3

24.4 19.4 19.3

z fOj u ^`�`rO^'R u ä TOåMæ ä GKåoH ä GKå~G

ç£{Kg u f]SqPO\Uè¼n�áVgM±[^kgMrO\
17.5 22.2 22.8

ç£{Kg u f]SqPO\Uè¼n ´ rO\Uâ;áKgM±K^kgsrO\
4.2 6.4 6.1

ç£{Kg u f]SqPO\Uè¼n��`r[^}R u
21.7 28.6 28.9

�`é£� z yÑt GUàKà GUàKà GUàKà
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The Committee’s year began with two important developments.

First came the announcement on 25 July by the Secretary of State that he had accepted the

Committee’s case for a substantial increase in PLR funding and that it would rise from its present

level of £5.2 million to £7 million on 1 April 2002, and then to £7.2 million with effect from April

2003. Under Michael Holroyd’s direction the Committee had been vigorous in making its case to

Ministers for extra funding, and the news of the increase provided a fitting climax to his

chairmanship.

Photograph inserted here

Authors led by Debbie Moggach, chair of the Society of Authors, petition Arts Minister Alan
Howarth during the PLR funding campaign.  (Photograph by Martin Cole.)

The Committee’s review of the Scheme’s operation and future direction, described in fuller detail

in last year’s Annual Report, had highlighted the need for extra funding.  This was essential if we

were to restore the value of the Fund in ‘real’ terms, and secure the future viability of the Scheme.

There had been no significant increase since 1993-94 despite the fact that the numbers of authors

registering their books for PLR had increased by 50%, and there were no indications that take-up

of the Scheme was likely to diminish in future.  Increased funding was important too if the Rate

Per Loan was not to be eroded by payments from February 2002 to authors living throughout the

European Community.

The start of the year also saw the Secretary of State’s appointment on 7 August 2000 of Clare

Francis as Chair of the Advisory Committee in succession to Michael Holroyd.
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Under her chairmanship, the Committee met twice during the year, at the Department for Culture,

Media and Sport in November 2000, and at the Society of Authors in May 2001.  Committee

Members were pleased to welcome the Arts Minister, Alan Howarth MP, to the November

meeting which was Clare Francis’s first as chairman. This provided an opportunity for Members

to thank the Minister for his support for their funding case, and to discuss with him their plans for

the future development of the Scheme.

In August Claire Tomalin came to the end of her three–year appointment on the Committee and

was succeeded by Dr Maggie Gee, novelist and academic.  Hilary Mantel also completed her

three-year term as a Committee Member but expressed her willingness to have her appointment

renewed.  She was duly re-appointed for a further three-year period from 8 August.  On a sadder

note the Committee lost the services of Roger Palmer, who died in February 2001.  He had been

the Committee’s longest serving Member, being first appointed in 1994.  Exceptionally, he had

had his appointment renewed twice by Ministers.  He had brought a unique range of expertise - in

the fields of copyright, media contracts and publishing  - to the Committee’s deliberations, and

had been particularly involved in the development of the International PLR Network which is co-

ordinated from the PLR office. He is much missed by fellow Committee Members and PLR staff

alike.  At 30 June Ministers had not taken a final decision on his successor.

While the increase in funding and the extension of PLR eligibility to European authors early in

the year represented important milestones in the development of the Scheme, there has been no

question of the Committee resting on its laurels.  Under Clare Francis’s chairmanship, the

Committee has carried forward its work of reviewing the operation of the Scheme, monitoring the

views of authors, and formulating advice for DCMS across a wide range of PLR issues.

It is during January and February each year that the PLR office receives most feedback from

authors.  In January they are sent a statement which provides details of the loans of their

registered books and of the PLR payment generated by each.  Every registered author receives a

statement, or notification, even if their books have not been borrowed. The notifications serve

several purposes: this is the one time of year that the PLR office is in contact with all registered

authors and it provides an opportunity for them to notify us of changes in address and bank

details; the notification also serves as a reminder to authors to register new books; it provides

important and welcome feedback to authors on the popularity of their books among library users;

and it triggers comment on the Scheme which is monitored and reported to the Advisory

Committee.

The main area of complaint following the February 2001 payment round was the operation of the

minimum payment threshold.  Under the Scheme, any payments falling below the £5 minimum

threshold are not distributed but are retained in the Fund.  The threshold was included in the

original 1982 Scheme as a means of minimising the cost to the Fund of making large numbers of

small payments.  It had stood at £1 until 1997 when it was increased to the current level of £5.
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The Committee paid particular attention to the feedback as it had committed itself to undertaking

a review of the Scheme’s minimum and maximum payment thresholds during 2001.  It decided to

leave further discussion of the maximum (£6,000) threshold until its November 2001 meeting to

enable the Registrar to consult more widely among authors, including those in receipt of the

maximum payment, for their views on whether the level should be increased, lowered or left

alone. The threshold had been last raised (from £5,000 to £6,000) in 1989.

In reviewing the minimum payment level the Committee felt that it had five main options, given

that there was general agreement that some form of threshold was needed:

(a) Make no change to the existing threshold:

This was the easiest option, and the one that the Committee has taken in the past.  It was

perhaps justifiable on the grounds that the majority of authors affected by the £5 cut-off had

not complained to the PLR office.

(b) Lower the threshold

Having only recently raised the threshold to £5 it would be difficult to make a case for

returning it to its previous level.  At the time, Ministers at DCMS felt the £1 threshold lacked

credibility and needed review if only to reflect inflation.  The £5 threshold has provided some

savings in terms of payment and administrative costs. A lower cut-off point would not satisfy

those authors opposed in principle to any form of threshold.

(c) Raise the threshold

A higher threshold of, say £10, would free an extra sum of £10,000 for redistribution which

would be insufficient in itself to increase the Rate Per Loan, and would provide little in the

way of administrative savings. It would also take a further 3000 authors out of payment.

(d) Carry unpaid sums forward

This was the course of action most widely supported by authors who had contacted the PLR

office.  The case against this proposal in the past had rested largely on: the extra work that

would be involved for the PLR office in accounting for such sums; the need to rewrite PLR’s

computer programs to build this extra consideration into the annual Rate Per Loan

calculations; and the difficulty for a government-funded body like PLR in getting Treasury

agreement to carrying money over from one financial year to the next.

Members ruled out a return to the previous level of £1, but also opposed a further increase in the

threshold to, say, £10 or £15, on the grounds that it would take too many authors out of payment

for very little benefit.
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However, provided that the necessary changes to the Scheme and the PLR operation could be

effected without excessive cost, there was general support among Committee Members for a

system that would enable small sums to be carried forward from one year to the next until such

time as the accumulated amounts cleared the threshold and could be paid out.  As a result of

developments since the thresholds were last reviewed, the Registrar felt that the potential

difficulties previously associated with this approach were much less likely now to present

problems. PLR’s accounting system was now fully computerised and procedures for recording

large numbers of small payments from year to year could be automated; there would be some

initial work in adjusting PLR IT system programs but this would be undertaken in-house by

PLR’s own IT specialist; government restrictions on carrying forward funding from one financial

year to the next had now been relaxed with the introduction of 3-year funding.

The Registrar was therefore asked to prepare a model for how the proposed system would work

and to report back to the Committee’s next meeting.

During the year the Department for Culture, Media and Sport announced its intention to undertake

its own review of the PLR Scheme during 2001-02 as part of a government-wide programme of

quinquennial reviews of non-departmental public bodies (NDPBs).  The review will be in two

parts: an initial assessment of the continuing need for PLR and of the Scheme’s relevance to

current government policy in this area; assuming that PLR comes through part one of the review,

there will follow a more detailed look at the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration of

the Scheme by the Registrar and his team.  The review will also look at the terms of reference and

functions of the Advisory Committee.

Both the Registrar and the Chairman felt that the review offered a timely opportunity for the

Committee to work with Ministers and officials at DCMS in planning the long-term future

development of the Scheme.  The Committee has felt for some time that a more strategic

approach is needed in relation to government policy on how authors should be remunerated for

the use of their work in libraries.  Currently the PLR Scheme provides payment for loans of

printed books, while the lending out of other material is subject to copyright licensing

arrangements.  No provision for remuneration exists for the use of reference books on library

premises and thought needs to be given to emerging media such as e-books.  Another possible

area for review was felt to be the Scheme’s library coverage.  As the traditional boundaries

between public and educational libraries are eroded, how meaningful is it for the Scheme to

restrict itself to public libraries?

To lead the PLR review, Ministers have appointed Michael Messenger, formerly County

Librarian and Arts Officer for Hereford and Worcester, who has also served on the PLR Advisory

Committee.
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The promotional work associated with the extension of the Scheme to European authors and the

Registrar’s role as co-ordinator of the International PLR Network have had a significant impact

on the work of the PLR office during the year.

There has been growing interest in lending rights in east and central European countries in recent

years as governments prepare their legislation to meet the entry criteria for the European

Community.  In the area of intellectual property and copyright aspiring Member States need to

take account of EU Directives such as the 1992 Lending and Rental Right Directive.  This

requires States to recognise a copyright-based lending right (ie a right to license or prohibit the

lending out of their work) for authors and other creators whose intellectual property is borrowed

from libraries.  Alternatively they must  provide rightsholders with remuneration for the use of

their work.

In September the Registrar was invited by the Romanian Writers’ Union to give a paper on PLR

at a seminar on authors’ rights at the University of Iasi in northern Moldavia.  Although

Romanian copyright legislation has been revised to include recognition of the lending right

principle, no scheme has yet been set up.  The seminar provided an opportunity to raise awareness

of PLR issues among authors, librarians and government officials, including the Director General

of Copyright who shared a platform with the Registrar.

Preparations for PLR are at a more advanced stage in the Baltic countries all of which have

primary legislation recognising lending rights under copyright and where decision making is

currently focused on the sort of system to be adopted.  Several models exist, principally the UK’s

loans-based approach and the stock-count system in operation in countries such as Denmark,

Canada and Australia.  An important consideration for aspiring PLR countries, particularly those

in northern Europe, is the preponderance of foreign language works stocked by libraries. Should

the fledgling PLR schemes open eligibility to authors throughout the European Community, or

should the new PLR arrangements be drafted to offer some sort of protection to the works of a

country’s own authors?  The Registrar was invited by the Estonian Ministry of Culture to provide

practical advice on the development of a PLR policy, and he visited Tallin to this end in

November.

Against this background we felt that a PLR training seminar might best meet the growing demand

for assistance from east European countries.  The PLR office in Denmark, supported by funding

from the Ministry of Culture, generously offered to host a seminar at Sophienberg Castle, a

former summer residence of the Danish royal family to the north of Copenhagen.

It was agreed that the aim of the seminar should be to introduce delegates to the principles and

practice of PLR within the European Community.  It would present an opportunity to provide
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examples of best practice from well-established PLR systems such as those in the UK and

Denmark. Speakers included PLR administrators, specialists with knowledge of the international

PLR scene, and authors who benefited from PLR systems in their own countries.  Evelyn Relph,

PLR’s Assistant Registrar, and Maggie Gee, author member of the PLR Advisory Committee,

gave presentations. In all, 30 participants from 15 countries attended.

Participating countries fell into two groups: first, those who have already recognised lending

rights in their copyright legislation, or who are about to do so, and are at different stages of

planning for operational PLR schemes (included here are Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and

Croatia); and, secondly, those who have no PLR provision in their legislation yet but are

nonetheless keen to learn more about lending rights (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary and

Slovenia).

The seminar was felt by all the participants to have been valuable, regardless of the stage of

preparation for PLR that had been reached in their respective countries.  Indeed, as a direct result

of the seminar drafting of PLR legislation has been put in hand by the Ministry of Culture in

Hungary. There were several suggestions for follow-up activities, including the need for the

publication of a basic guide to PLR and a request for the European Commission to sponsor a

series of awareness-raising seminars on PLR in the countries where least progress has been made

to date in this area.

Within the European Community we have developed closer working relationships with a number

of countries as part of our work in publicising the opening of the Scheme to European authors,

and putting in place arrangements for the first European payments to be made in February 2002.

Much effort has gone into establishing payment distribution arrangements which will enable

payments to be made direct to authors’ accounts with mainland European banks.  To keep costs

down we have, wherever possible, attempted to use existing authors’ organisations and collecting

societies to distribute payments on our behalf. This work has been taken forward energetically by

Janine Armstrong and Janice Forbes of the PLR office.  They have enjoyed most success so far in

the Netherlands, Ireland and France.

The Dutch already have a PLR scheme and, following the extension of the UK’s system to Dutch

authors, have expressed their willingness to make payments to British authors for loans of their

books from Dutch libraries. The first payments are expected early in 2002 and will be distributed

through the Authors’ Licensing & Collecting Society (ALCS) with which the PLR office works

in partnership in promoting PLR developments at European level.

In France a new collection and distribution agency, SOFIA, has been set up by the Societe de

Gens De Lettres in preparation for the first payments to French authors due from the UK scheme.

Plans for a French PLR system have been delayed pending the French presidential election in

2002.  Final decisions on how payments to authors will be calculated have not been taken, and the

Registrar has been supplying information to colleagues at SOFIA and at the French Ministry of
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Culture on the various options open to them.  As in the Netherlands there are hopes that the new

French system will include provision for payments to be made to UK authors
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Our main objectives for 2000-01 were agreed with the Department for Culture, Media and

Sport and incorporated in a Funding Agreement signed by the Registrar and the Secretary of

State.  The aim of this Agreement is to provide a clear statement of the government policy

context in which PLR operates, and of the results to be achieved by the Registrar and his

team with the funding provided by the Department over the current three-year funding

period.  Increasingly Funding Agreements are focusing on the contribution expected from

sponsored bodies towards the achievement of Ministers’ overall objectives for the cultural

sector.  In an area of such diversity, it has been difficult to find a set of performance

indicators that can be applied to all DCMS-funded bodies to enable Ministers to assess the

sector’s contribution to wider government policy.

But following work by DCMS’s Quality, Efficiency and Standards Team (QUEST) a

framework has been developed to facilitate this process.  As a consequence we have been

able to demonstrate in PLR’s Funding Agreement how the Scheme’s support for authors has

wider implications for the creative economy and the work of the public library service

libraries.  The Registrar and the Chairman of the PLR Advisory Committee met the Arts

Minister in January 2001 to review progress against PLR’s three-year Funding Agreement

objectives.  The targets agreed for 2000-01, and an assessment of our success in meeting

them, can be found in Section 2 of this Review.
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Two years ago we undertook a review of how we manage our work within the PLR

office.  The main outcome of the review was a recommendation that we give

responsibility for our author registration and loans data collection functions to a new

Author Services Team, while central services and IT functions were brought together

under a Corporate Services Team. This new approach has brought a number of benefits,

including the opportunity to provide training and work experience for team members

across the whole range of each team’s responsibilities. This has given us, as a small

organisation, more flexibility in how we deploy people at busy times of year, as well as

cover during illness and holidays.

As reported last year, we successfully applied for Investors in People recognition.  The

framework that this has provided for planning the training and development of staff has

been extremely valuable during a period of great change as we modernise our IT systems
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(see paragraph (c) below) and extend the Scheme in Europe.  A Training and

Development Plan setting out the staff training that we felt would be needed to support

the achievement of our 2000-01 objectives was drawn up and monitored by the Registrar

and Team Leaders.  An average of 15 days per employee was spent on training

(including external courses, in-house coaching and self-learning) during the year. This

was a higher figure than for the previous year and reflects the priority that has been

given during the year to ensuring that staff become familiar with new office automation

and IT system facilities.

The overall number of staff working with the Registrar in the administration of the

Scheme once again remained static despite a significant growth in workload associated

with the extension of PLR to European authors, and the continued increase in the

number of library branches within PLR’s 30 sample library authorities from which loans

data is collected.  (A list of staff in post at 30 June 2001 can be found at Annex 2.) But

the growing importance of the government’s e-business programme and the expanding

role for the Registrar in planning for the future development of the Scheme, developing

PLR’s marketing strategy, providing advice internationally and monitoring

developments in the library and copyright worlds has led us to make some adjustments

in the allocation of responsibilities among PLR’s senior staff.

From 1 May 2001 Evelyn Relph, formerly Joint-Team Leader for Corporate Services,

was promoted to the new position of Assistant Registrar to relieve the Registrar of much

of his day-to-day responsibility for the work of the Author Services and Corporate

Services teams. Evelyn retains overall responsibility for PLR’s IT system and strategy,

and her new position recognises the importance of IT developments to the future of the

Scheme.       Carolyn Gray and Julie Ramsey retain their respective responsibilities for

PLR’s Author and Corporate Services teams.

The Registrar has responsibility for the pay and grading of PLR staff.  Following

negotiations with the Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS), a pay settlement

providing an average 4.84% increase for staff with effect from 1 April 2000 has been

agreed.  The settlement recognised the considerable contribution made by every member

of staff to the achievement of PLR objectives.  Thanks to savings made during the year,

the settlement added only 1.5% to PLR’s overall salary bill and was therefore in line

with the government’s public sector pay policy.  As part of this year’s pay settlement we

have also reached agreement with PCS on a new system of pay progression by which

members of staff, subject to satisfactory performance, can expect to reach the full salary

level for their post within an agreed period of years.
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PLR employees are members of the PLR Staff Pension Scheme, a ‘pay-as-you-go’ statutory

unfunded pension scheme which is analogous to the Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme

(PCSPS).  The costs of pensions are charged to the PLR Fund as they arise.  During the year

we agreed with DCMS a case for transferring from the PLR scheme to PCSPS as part of a

wider Treasury initiative to relieve government bodies such as PLR of the burden of

accumulating pension liabilities.  The transfer would include current staff, deferred pensions

(ie former PLR staff not yet at pensionable age) and existing pensioners.)  Provision for the

transfer was made in DCMS’s Culture and Recreation Bill.  However, with the calling of

the General Election the Bill had insufficient time to clear Parliament and was withdrawn.

Julie Ramsey, who has responsibility for pension matters at PLR, is now exploring with

DCMS other possible legislative options to enable the transfer to go ahead.

� �%�B�a=.Ö�5�296Ü1%��*�5�=Ü��-%��¨�=Q53��5F�B�

Last year’s Report described the successful completion of the first phase of our IT Strategy.

This involved installation of a new server, upgrading our UNIX operating system and

INGRES database software, and the introduction of a Windows office automation system.

Completion of this work paved the way for phase two of our plans for modernisation of our

IT systems.  The main challenge for our in-house IT specialist, Darren Scrafton, was to

redesign the PLR system applications to enable them to function in a Windows (‘graphical

user interface’) environment.  The intention was to provide staff with all the benefits of ease

of access and flexibility that a Windows approach brings.  The exercise also provided an

opportunity for Author Services team members – Janice Forbes, Anne Robson, Louise

Hatton and Joanne Gayford - to contribute their own ideas and suggestions for improving

existing facilities.  Using Computer Associates’ OpenROAD product Darren completed the

redesign work and, following extensive testing by team members, the new registration

system was launched on 1 April.  It has had a major impact on working practices and has

reduced considerably the time taken to undertake registration and related tasks.  The new

system also means that staff now have a Windows-based approach to all their work.

The next step is for the PLR applications relating to the processing of library loans data and

payment calculation to be brought into line with registration sub-system, and work had begun

on these by the end of the 2000-01 PLR year.

The work on the PLR system is also intended to provide a platform for the development of

electronic communications within the PLR office and with the outside world.  We are

committed to meeting the government’s e-business target of providing an electronic option

for all transactions with authors, libraries and other agencies with which we deal by 2005.

Work in this area so far has included the introduction of e-mail communication with authors

(although for the time being application forms for the registration of new authors and books
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need to be submitted on paper forms because of the Scheme’s signature requirement); and the

transmission of 90% of loans data to PLR by sample libraries by e-mail attachment.

For business systems within the office too we are moving over to an increasingly electronic

environment.  Work has begun, led by Julia Coxon and Susan Ridge, in developing PLR’s

own intranet to provide a single central ‘gateway’ to procedures manuals, personnel forms,

PLR’s web-sites and the Internet.  Julia and Susan have also taken over full responsibility for

the maintenance and update of PLR’s own web-site (www.plr.uk.com) and the International

PLR Network web-site (www.plrinternational.com) for which we take responsibility as

Network co-ordinators.

Following recommendations made at the January meeting of the PLR Audit Committee the

Corporate Services Team have gone over fully to the SAGE electronic accounts management

system after a period of parallel running with the previous ledger-based system.

One of the problems for a small organisation like PLR is limited resources to enable key IT

staff to stay abreast of developments in technology, government planning etc in the field.

We have therefore set up an IT Steering Committee, chaired by the Registrar and with

external members drawn from related IT sectors, to help give us a wider perspective in

planing our future IT strategy.  Represented on the Committee are CCTA, the government’s

advisory body on IT issues and now part of the Office of Government Commerce, and the

Authors Licensing & Collecting Society, with which PLR works closely in a number of areas

affecting the collective management of authors’ rights.  The Committee had its first meeting

at the PLR office in January when it reviewed, and approved, PLR’s IT strategy.  It is

planned that the Committee should meet annually.

This has therefore been a period of rapid and wide-ranging change for all staff and the fact

that there has been such a smooth transition to PLR’s extended areas of responsibility and to

different methods of working is testament to the enthusiasm and willingness of PLR staff to

adopt the new systems and exploit them for the benefit of the Scheme’s operation.  This has

been very important in allowing us to absorb the continued growth in the Scheme’s scope

without increasing our staff numbers.
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PLR systems and procedures were once again subject to internal audit scrutiny by staff from

the Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Leeds offices of Deloitte & Touche, Chartered Accountants

in this the third year of the current four-year audit plan.  The audit also provided assurance

for an analysis that we have been required to undertake of how the PLR Fund has been

spent in support of individual DCMS objectives.  The results will be incorporated into

Schedule 5 of DCMS’s published accounts.

In line with the provisions of the PLR Act, PLR’s accounts were audited by the National

Audit Office prior to being laid before Parliament.  Staff from NAO visit the PLR office

twice during the year as part of their audit activities, but increasingly they are finding that

they can rely on the investigative work undertaken by the Deloitte & Touche internal audit

team.  This helps to avoid duplication and unnecessary cost for PLR. Following their audit

inspections during 2000-01 Deloitte & Touche reported that PLR had a ‘sound system of

controls which were consistently applied’.  Similarly the NAO audit found no key issues to

raise with the Registrar and it was felt that PLR continued to make good progress in

improving its control systems.

Under the chairmanship of Mike Paterson, Director of Central Services at the Royal

Commission on Historical Manuscripts, PLR’s Audit Committee met twice during the year.

(See Annex 4 for details of the Committee’s membership.)  The Committee continues to

play an important role in reviewing PLR’s audit needs, checking that audit

recommendations have been implemented and providing continued assurance to DCMS and

the Registrar on the system controls within the PLR office.

After assessing PLR’s overall control environment and the recently established Risk

Management Framework, the Committee expressed itself content with the robustness of the

controls in place at PLR.  The Registrar was therefore able to sign the Statement of Internal

Financial Control for inclusion in PLR’s published accounts (for a summary of which see

Annex 1).  Additionally this year the Committee reviewed preparations for the PLR

contribution to the Whole of Government Accounts project, which is currently at trial stage,

and for the introduction next year of the Statement of Internal Control which will replace the

narrower Statement of Internal Financial Control.
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We continue to be very happy with our new office accommodation on the Teesdale

Business Park in Stockton-on-Tees to which we moved in November 1999.  The office was

a little smaller than we would have liked but this was far outweighed by its many other

advantages in terms of location, price, quality of fitting out, and security.  However, when

some floorspace in the floor below became free during the year we took the opportunity to

take this over.  In co-operation with the landlord we arranged for a staircase to be installed

to provide internal access between the two floors.  The extra space now gives us all the

room we need for staff offices, as well as some welcome extra storage space.  The new

accommodation is featured in the accompanying photograph.

Photograph inserted here

Staff members Darren Scrafton, Evelyn Relph and Helen Wadsworth in PLR’s new ground-
floor offices (Gary Walsh Photography).

� Ö��!¢�2�-F-$=���:°:Ý�%-F:

In September 2000 we introduced a Green Housekeeping Strategy.  This is intended as

PLR’s contribution to the wider Greening Government initiative which seeks a commitment

from public bodies to take account of environmental issues across all their activities. At

PLR we have concentrated on areas where we, as a small NDPB, feel we can make a

difference, such as in the recycling of waste paper, energy conservation and reduction in

pollution through the purchase of environmentally-friendly products.  Policies on all three

fronts are now in place, all staff have been issued with a copy of the strategy and reminders

of PLR policy in these areas are issued regularly.
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2001

EIH5JLKNMOH5JLP

The financial results for the year ended 31 March 2001 are summarised on pages 3-5.

This statement has been produced following the guidelines of the Companies (Summary Financial

Statement) Regulations 1995.  It is a summary of information in the 2000-2001 accounts of the Public

Lending Right’s Central Fund distribution of activities which are prepared in accordance with Section

2(6) of the Public Lending Right Act 1979.

This summarised statement does not contain sufficient information to allow for a full understanding of

the results and state of affairs of the Public Lending Right Fund.  For further information the full annual

accounts and the auditor’s report on those accounts should be consulted.

The auditors have given an unqualified audit opinion on the accounts of the Public Lending Right Fund.

A copy of the full account - which contains detailed information required by the PLR Act 1979 and best

practice guidelines - together with the Certificate and Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General can

be obtained free from Public Lending Right, Richard House, Sorbonne Close, Stockton-on-Tees  TS17

6DA.

.RQTS;UFK;VXW�Y�WZH[D�\XW^]GH9J_Y

PLR’s funding was increased to £5.15 million (£5.05 million in 1999-2000).  It proved possible to increase

the level of the Rate Per Loan for the February 2001 payments to authors to 2.49 pence, the highest

figure to date (2.18 pence in 1999-2000). A total sum of £4,477,110 was paid out to 17,678 authors.  74%

of the Fund was distributed in payments of £500 or more and feedback from recipients indicates that PLR

continues to play an essential role in supporting their livelihoods and creativity.

EG\XW`\GJLKa<CKNbcK9deH9fGU�K;VXW�Y

During the year the two principal recommendations emerging from the Advisory Committee’s recent

review of the Scheme were accepted and implemented by Ministers.  The DCMS  Spending Review

made provision for PLR funding to be increased to £7 million as requested by the Committee and

authors’ organisations generally.  The increase will come into effect in April 2002. It will restore the

value of the Fund in ‘real terms’ and will facilitate the future growth of the Scheme.  Ministers also

accepted the case for the extension of the Scheme to authors resident throughout the European

Economic Area, confirming the UK’s leading position in promoting the development of the PLR

principle internationally.

Dr J G Parker
Registrar of Public Lending Right
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I have examined the summary financial statement on pages 3 to 5 which has been prepared in the
form and on the basis set out on page 1.

@3KmYGfcK9nTW^opbmKqJrKTY5fcH;VXY9oks9otdkouWvouKGYFHcwxWv]cK"@�K9y;ozYXWvJrQ5J3QTY�D=n9n9Hx\9VXW^okVcyFj�w{w|otn9K5J3Q;VcPOW^]GK�D�\cP5oeWZH5J

The summary financial statement is the responsibility of the Registrar as Accounting Officer of the
Public Lending Right Central Fund.  My responsibility is to report to you my opinion on its preparation
and consistency with the full financial statements and the foreword.

13QmY9ozYFHTw3H5f9okV9otH5V

I conducted my audit in accordance with the Auditing Guideline ‘The auditor’s statement on the
summary financial statement’ adopted by the Auditing Practices Board.

j&f9okV9otH;V

In my opinion the summary financial statement is consistent with the full financial statements and
foreword of the Public Lending Right Central Fund for the year ended 31 March 2001 and has been
properly prepared on the basis set out on page 1.

John Bourn National Audit Office
Comptroller and Auditor General 157-197 Buckingham Palace Road
12 July 2001 Victoria

London
SW1W 9SP
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2001
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HMG Grant 5,041,522 4,868,623

Other Operating Income 76,644 92,888

PLR to Authors (4,477,110) (4,206,345)

Operating Costs 2 & 3 (651,323) (749,389)

Operating Surplus/(Deficit) (10,267) 5,777

Interest Receivable and Sundry Income 14,901 15,497

Corporation Tax (2,148) (2,281)

Notional Cost of Capital (12,399) (11,601)

Surplus/(Deficit) after Notional Costs (9,913) 7,392

Reversal of Notional Cost of Capital 12,399 11,601

Surplus/(Deficit) for Financial Year 2,486 18,993

Retained Surplus/(Deficit) Brought Forward (12,827) (31,820)

Retained Surplus/(Deficit) Carried Forward (10,341) (12,827)

   The fund has no recognised gains and losses other than those above.

g \GU"U[Q5J�SF1�Q9dtQ5VIn9K g ]cKGKTW3�9QTY�QIW-�5�Fh�Q5JLn;]!�9�G�;�

�9�G�G�G�7�x� �c�G�G�G�7�9�

Fixed Assets 185,695 231,567

Current Assets  87,461 78,762

Creditors (86,448) (83,748)

Net Current Assets 1,013 (4,986)

Total Assets Less Current Liabilities 186,708 226,581

Represented By:

  Accruals and Deferred Income 185,695 231,567

  Provision for Liabilities and Charges 11,354 7,841

  Capital and Reserves (10,341) (12,827)

186,708 226,581

Dr J G Parker
Registrar of Public Lending Right
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2001
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Net Cash (Outflow)/Inflow from Operating Activities (4,756) 4,090

Net Cash Inflow from Returns on Investment

and Servicing of Finance 10,739  11,403

Corporation Tax Paid (2,281) (2,015)

Capital Expenditure and Financial Investment (30,649) (140,724)

Net Cash Inflow from Pensions Account & Financing 34,890 133,701

Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 7,943 6,455

�G�X�X�����X�e�e�e�����p�I�����R�;���R�;���������p�����_������� �X¡¢�X�£�C�e�¢�0���3��¤X��¥��

Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 7,943 6,455

Net Funds @ 1 April 77,520 71,065

Net Funds @ 31 March 85,463 77,520

:=HTW|KTY�W|H�W`]IK[D�n5ncH5\9VXW�Y
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2000-01 1999-00

£ £
Grant for PLR (Class X, Vote 1) 5,137,000 5,051,000
Less: Registrar's Costs (64,829)  (52,785)

Grant to Central Fund 5,072,171 4,998,215
Less: Transfer for Capital Expenditure (30,649) (129,592)

5,041,522 4,868,623

For 2000-2001 the limit of government grant was £5,150,000.  £5,137,000 was utilised and
the remaining £13,000 will be included in the DCMS grant to be utilised in 2001-2002.

The Registrar's Costs comprise the salary and National Insurance payments of the present
Registrar, and pension payments to his predecessor.  The Registrar's pension scheme is
unfunded, and is administered in the same way as the PLR staff scheme.

The Registrar's contract was renewed for a period of five years from 1 August 1996.



The Registrar's total remuneration consisted of a basic salary of £51,273 plus a non-
consolidated bonus of £4,384 (1999-2000 total emoluments were made up of £44,279 basic
salary).

Salary Real increase in Total accrued
Age (including Pension at age 60 pension at age 60

Performance Pay) at 31.3.01

Dr James Parker 48 55,657 1,106 6,058

All capital expenditure (£30,649 in 2000/01) is financed from HMG Grant.  The Grant apportioned is
treated in the accounts as a deferred credit.  A proportion is transferred annually to the Income and
Expenditure Account over the estimated useful life of the assets as Other Income to cover
depreciation.

:=j�B�8�� g B5D�EGE[6�j g B g

2000-01 1999-00

£ £
Salaries 258,018 274,835
Employer’s National Insurance 17,649 17,642
Superannuation [Note 2(i)] 21,929 44,219 *

297,596 336,696

2(i) *Includes an amount of £34,837 paid as a lump sum to an employee who retired during the year.

2(ii) Average weekly number of full time staff employed in the year was 15 15

2(iii) Employees receiving remuneration over £40,000 0 0

2(iv) No members of the Advisory Committee have received remuneration.
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2000-01 1999-00

£ £
Administration 107,238 125,154
Accommodation 76,456 100,937
Computer Operating Costs 18,095 20,905
Local Authorities 37,036 43,034
Consultants 38,381 38,374
Disposal of Assets 1,161 6,613

278,367 335,017
Depreciation 75,360 77,676

353,727 412,693
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James Parker
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Evelyn Relph
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Susan Ridge
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K&%<1#L�MI%<1(N<%*/
Julie Ramsey

K&%<1#L�OP%@LRQ=%*/�+
Janine Armstrong

Julia Coxon

Rachael Downing

Darren Scrafton

Lindsey Hudson (student placement)
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K&%<1#L�MI%<1(N<%*/
Carolyn Gray

K&%<1#L�OP%@LRQ=%*/�+
Sarah Beamson

Anne Robson

Janice Forbes

Joanne Gayford

Louise Hatton

Angela McArdle

Dorothy Watkins
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Clare Francis Chairman (appointed 7 August 2000)

James Parker Registrar of PLR

Theresa Breslin Author

Maggie Gee Author (appointed 6 August 2000)

Hilary Mantel Author (appointment renewed 6 August 2000)

Miranda McKearney Library Marketing Consultant

Roger Palmer Publishing Consultant (died 22 February 2001)

Claire Tomalin Author (appointment ended 6 August 2000)

Terry Turner Director of Cultural Services, Norfolk County Council
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Members of staff from the PLR office, Department for Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS), Society of Authors, Writers’ Guild of Great Britain and Authors’ Licensing &
Collecting Society may attend Advisory Committee meetings as Assessors.  The
following attended during the year in this capacity.

Paul Bovey DCMS

Jacob Ecclestone Writers’ Guild of Great Britain

Carolyn Gray PLR

Mark Le Fanu Society of Authors

Tim McCullagh DCMS

Dafydd Wyn Phillips Authors’ Licensing & Collecting Society

Emma Scott DCMS

Becca Wyatt Public Relations Consultant
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Mike Paterson, Director of Central Services, Royal
Commission on Historical Manuscripts

!�" ��# " ��$
James Parker, Registrar of PLR

David Bothamley, Head of Finance, British Library

%  �&(')' "  +*,�- +. "
Staff from the PLR office, the National Audit Office and
Deloitte & Touche (Chartered Accountants) may attend
Audit Committee meetings.  The following attended the two
meetings held during the year 2000-01.

                                           Julia Coxon, Secretary, PLR

                                           Warren Edge, Deloitte & Touche

Richard Gardner, National Audit Office

Carolyn Gray, Team Leader Author Services, PLR

Julie Ramsey, Team Leader Corporate Services, PLR

Evelyn Relph, Assistant Registrar, PLR

Susan Ridge, Secretary, PLR

Clive Robinson, Deloitte & Touche






